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Armed Assailants Attack Eight Students
Crime Plagues GU Students
Both On and Off Campus
by Lisa Ridgley
HOYA

News Editor

Despite statistics from the Office of
Student Affairs and thé Department
of Public Safety (DPS) indicating that
campus crime has dropped, Saturday
night's five armed robbery incidences
indicate a glaring problem in campus
safety.
HOYA File Photo

News Analysis

Students are Nogia: to block the university’s phaseout of the Dental School.

District Judge to Rule
On Dental School Today
by Liz Moyer
HOYA Contributing Editor

The DC Superior Court will decide
today whether to reinstate an injunction won by Georgetown dental students in May 1988 that would block
the university’s gradual phaseout of
Georgetown Dental School.
According to a clerk for DC Superior Court Judge Henry Greene, the
Court’s decision on whether to overturn a DC Court of Appeals’ order last
July to block the injunction will be
signed sometims today. The clerk
declined to comment on the nature of
the decision.
In 1987, Georgetown dental students filed a suit against the university claiming that the school breached
its judiciary duties and its contract to
dental students and faculty by failing
to consult the university Faculty
Senate before announcing its planned
phase out of the Dental School. The
university's Board of Directors voted
to close the schoo! in March 1987 because of declining enrollment and a
projected debt of over $9 million by
1992.
DC Superior Court dee Eugene

N. Hamilton granted the dental students an injunction in May 1988 to
block the closing of the school, but a
three-judge panel voted unanimously
in July 1988 to overturn Hamilton's
decision.
Arthur Hanson, counsel from Hanson, O’Brien, Birney and Butler who

represents the dental students, filed a
petition to rehear the case last July,
claiming that the Court of Appeals
“did not rely on the extensive findings
of the trial judge” before reaching its
decision, to overturn

the

injunction.

The case was then reassigned to Judge”
Greene

for a final decision.

Hanson

declined to speculate on

possible further action to be taken by
the dental students should today’s Superior Court decision be in favor of
the university.
If the Court finds in favor of the
dental students, thereby reinstating
the injunction, the university would
have to decide whether to apply again
to the DC Court of Appeals to block
it.

Alan Galbraith, counsel from Williams and Connolly, who represents
Georgetown University in the case,

was not available for comment.

Director of Public Safety William
Tucker said last week that he “feels
pretty good about the department.
Until something leads me to believe
that we need [a higher budget and
more officers], I'm not in a position
to ask for more [from Student Affairs|,” he continued.
Despite this weekend's crimes,
Tucker said yesterday that “based on
past experience, security has been
adequate.”
According to the March issue of
Community Matters, reported on-campus crimes dropped 28 percent in the
first half of 1988 compared to the
same period in 1987. From Jan. 1 to
June 30, of this year a total of 515
crimes were committed on campus,
down

from 711 last year.

“Howevet; a USA Foday study of na=
tional campus

¢rime conducted

over

the same time period and released in
Nov. 1988 cited 1,008 incidences of
crime on the Georgetown campus, the
highest in the DC area. The report
also showed a 43.7 percent increase in
crime from the previous year.
However, Tucker said last November
that he did not agree with the method
the study used to collect its data.
DPS does not patrol the area that
includes Alumni Square, East campus, Investment Property housing,
and many off-campus. houses.
“|DPS] is not responsible for [this]
area,” Tucker said. “If it’s in the build-

ANC Discusses Proposal
Special to The HOYA

Members of the GeorgetownUniversity/Community Relations
Committee are reconsidering a
~ proposal that would extend a university code of conduct to students living
off-campus. The code would set
guidelines for noise, litter, overcrowding,

vandalism

and

house

main-

tenance.

Grace
borhood

Bateman,

Advisory Neigh-

Commission

(ANC)

chair-

man for district 2E, formed the
community relations committee last
January to help solve problems between local residents and students
living off-campus. University administrators, students, and residents
sit on the committee.
Residents criticized the idea at an
ANC meeting last November, but
both university officials and local
homeowners now seem eager to create

‘McNamara
by Jennifer DeLaney
HOYA Staff Writer

“Can we visualize a world without
the Cold War? Can

we move

in that

direction without incurring unacceptable risks if we fail?” asked former
Secretary of Defense Robert McNamara in a speech last night. McNamara spoke of means to ease
East-West political tensions to a large
crowd in the Intercultural Center
Auditorium.
“U.S. foreign policy and our defense
program for the past 40 years have
been shaped by our attempts to control what we saw as Soviet aggression,”
McNamara said. “We have the
greatest opportunity in 40 years to end
the Cold War; if we fail to grasp it
there could be an indefinite extension
of the risks.”
McNamara said these opportunities
are partially due to “a dramatic

HOYA Assistant News Editor

campus. “We've looked into it, we've
consulted our law firm and looked
nationwide,” she said.
DeVigne said the university had not
decided on a definitive plan but was
seriously considering the proposal. “If
we didn’t think it was a good idea, we
would not be exploring it,” she said.
DeVigne emphasized that no plan
will be implemented until students are
notified.
Kevin Prokop (SBA 90), one of two
said the

proposal consisted of a form made
available to residents to submit written complaints on student neighbors
who violate this code of conduct.

Textbooks and journal publishers are
planning to sue Kinko's Service Corporation, a nationwide chain of over 400
copying centers, for copyright infringement within the next month; according
to a March
15 article in The
Chronicle
of
Higher
Education.
Universities and faculty members
may also be named in the suit, according to The Chronicle.
The suit will concern alleged misuse
of copyrighted materials in Kinko’s
“Professor
Publishing”
service,
Pi
Kevin Prokop (SBA ’90).
University action would range from a

letter of reprimand to adjudication in
the student court, he said.
Prokop said he had “reservations”
about the procedural details of the
proposal, and suggested that possible
problems could’ arise from the
“verification of complaints and the
subjective view of local residents.”

which

produces

photocopied

packets

for college courses to supplement or replace textbooks, according to the'article.
Didi Hendrickson,’ manager of the
Georgetown branch of Kinko's, said
her store compiles packets for approximately 150 different Georgetown
courses. Enrollment in the classes
Kinko's services rariges from 8 to 150
students, she said.
Kurt Koenig, vice-president and

change in how the Soviet leadership
assesses Soviet national security.” According to McNamara, this change
was brought about by the “the lessons
learned in this nuclear age concerning crisis management and its dangers
and uncertainities and the necessity of
paying direct attention to crisis
prevention. [Such disputes as] the
Cuban Missile Crisis brought recognition of the increasing danger of
nuclear action in a nuclear age.”
“There are unparalleled opportunities to probe to what extent major
steps can be taken,” McNamara continued. However, he said that
countries have not taken advantage of
Soviet openness. “Western reaction to
Gorbachev's
proposals
has been
skeptical,
unimaginative,
and
too
cautious,” McNamara said.
McNamara said the United States

change

its

approach

Student guard Aaron Medina (SFS

cording to Walters.
“He stuck a gun to my neck and told
us to give him all of our money. All
I had was a dollar and a 20-cent Chex

coupon, so I gave it to him. Justin had

about $17 dollars, though,” Walters
said.
One mugger then punched Walters
in the jaw and Pearlman in the
mouth, and the two men fled, according to Walters.
The muggers then attacked two students on 34th Street between M and
Prospect Streets, according to the
report. Victim Brian Morrissey (CAS
92) said, “They passed us by, then
came up behind us and pushed us in
a driveway.”

Both Morrissey and his friend were
mugged at gunpoint, then punched.
“My nose bled, and my friend’s lip is
pretty huge,” Morrissey said, “but
we're alright.”
“The strangest thing about it is that

there’s absolutely nothing'we can do
to stop it from happening,” Morrissey
said.
In the next

hour

and a half, four

other students were mugged in the
Georgetown area. Descriptions of the
assailants were all the same, accordsing to DC police officer K.B. Reese,
although

only

one assailant mugged

-several of the victims:

to

the

Soviet Union. “Before we respond, we

by Dan Seligson
HOYA Staff Writer

phasized that in the new era of
nuclear weapons, there is no real plan

for their use. McNamara said that the
only real use the weapons have is as
a deterrent, and that only a few
hundred nuclear warheads are necesMcNamara added that in addition
to avoiding conflicts in the third world
and other spheres of influence,
stability in East-West relations should
be increased through the reduction of
nuclear weapons. “Crisis stability is
the aim of arms control, not simply
reduction,” he said.

it the publishers who print text books

or the professors who should pick
what they want to teach.”
Virginia Antos, assistant director of
copyright at the Association of

Robert

McNamara.

FPhotoby Andrew Pizor

“Through nuclear arms reductions
we can maintain mutual deterrence at
a much lower level and we can do so
from a position of strength and
"dramatically lower the risks that we
will be destroyed by a nuclear conflict,” McNamara

concluded.

The standardized Medical School
Admissions Test (MCAT) will be
changed in 1991 to include two 30
minute essays, according to Karen
Mitchell, spokesperson for the
American Association of Medical
Colleges (AAMC).
“We want prospective medical students to develop their communication
and writing skills,” Mitchell said.
“We also want non-science students
to feel comfortable applying to Medical School.”
The new MCAT will be 80 minutes
shorter than the original nine hour
test, and will contain sections in the
biological sciences, physical sciences,
verbal reasoning, and essays. The
present test contains sections in biol\

di

across the street from the Tombs restaurant, behind a truck when the man

pulled a gun on them and demanded
their money.
Atheridge said she had problems
reaching her wallet due to a broken

arm. “He was repeatedly threatening
to shoot me,” Atheridge said. “Then
some people came by, and he casually put the gun in his pocket and
continued on page 3 -

American
Publishers declined
comment on the matter.

to

Melvin Bell, university main campus finance officer, said guidelines for

photocopying are posted in all university duplicating centers. “Normally,
faculty

understand

that they

cannot

photocopy somebody else’s work and
hand it out free,” he said.

“There is an obvious problem,” Bell.
continued. He cited a 1982 suit against
New York University, which charged
the university, eight professors and a
local photocopying store with violation of copyright laws. The suit was
settled out of court after NYU officials
promised to set up strict rules on
photocopying.
“We do have general ground rules
[at Georgetown],” Bell said. Jacki
Tanner, director of the Georgetown
language lab, who is in charge of
duplicating
audio
and
video
materials, agreed that “the university
“is very, very clear about not violating
copyrights.”
continued on page 2

lest of Writing Skills

need a new vision of the world,” McNamara said. “We need to adjust our
goals and policies. [There should be]
a code of conduct that would resume
the effort to govern relations based on
the belief that each bloc’s political interests should be pursued through
diplomacy, not military force.”
The former secretary of defense em-

sary to serve that function.

copyright trademark counsel for
Kinko's, said that he is “not aware of
any litigation filed or even any litigation pending.” Koenig said most
publishers are “very happy” with
Kinko's because “Kinkos is always
obtaining permission [to copy
material.”
“We are basically doing everything
we can to avoid [court action] because
in such a lawsuit, everybody would
lose,” Koenig continued.
3
Federal copyright laws protect
writers and publishers from duplication and distribution of materials.
Koenig maintained that the laws
allow certain “fair use” of copyrighted
materials, such as the photocopying
of reserve materials and some copying for educational purposes.
“The main issue here is who decides
what will be taught,” Koenig said. “Is

Li

oe

Victim Mary Atheridge (CAS 91)
was walking with a friend from Yale
across from Walsh on 36th and N at
11:15 when she was confronted by one
of the muggers. The two were just

1991 MCAT to Incorporate

Suggests Cold War Plan

must

Two armed men robbed eight Georgetown students in five separate muggings Saturday night between 10:30
p.m. and midnight. Two of the incidents occurred on campus, according
to the Department of Public Safety
(DPS).
Although all the victims were
robbed at gunpoint, no one was
seriously hurt, according to DC
Metropolitan Police. Four of the students were struck by the men, according to the police report.
Victims described the muggers as
two black males of medium height
and weight and between 19 and 20
years old. One was wearing a black
leather jacket, a white painter's cap
and blue jeans, while the other was
wearing a white, blue, and red striped
jacket. The two were carrying a small
black pistol.

'90) reported that a man matching one
mugger’s description had entered
Harbin Hall without showing a Georgetown identification card at approximately 12:30 a.m. DPS officers
and DC Police both responded to the
call, but were unable to find the, man
notte int an insufficient number-of-| ~in the-dormitory.
officers patroling campus.’ “If they
Justin Pearlman (SFS 92). one of
had any more [officers], we'd be fallthe victims, said the man who entered
ing all over each other,” a DPS officer
Harbin was not the suspect. “I rode
said. There are a total of 46 main camup the elevator with the guy they're
pus DPS officers, according to Tucktalking about,” he said. “It wasn’t him.
er.
It was just another guy with a painter's
According to Tucker, DPS officers
cap.” The student guard confirmed
are no longer required to have two
that the man entered the elevator with
years of security training before they
Pearlman.
are hired, which was a regulation
DPS reported that Pearlman and
under former Director of Public
his roommate Ed Walters (CAS '92)
Safety Charles Lamb. Tucker said he
were the first group mugged. The two
made the changes when he came to
were walking down the 3400 block of
Georgetown because they match the
O Street toward campus when two
same training requirements as remen ran up beside them and forced
quired by metro police.
them into an alley at gunpoint, ac-

by Sara Jane McCaffrey

ministrators on the committee, said
that the issue is whether students can
be held accountable for actions off-

on the committee,

by Michael Goggin
HOYA Assistant News Editor

Kinko’s May Face Copyright Suit

a code of conduct and use the adjudication system to reprimand students who violate it.
Assistant Dean of Student Affairs
Renee DeVigne, one of two GU ad-

students

After Five Weekend Holdups

ing [such as Walsh], they're covered,
but if it’s on the streets in front [of
these buildings], they're not covered.”
“Metro police have assured me they
will step up their presence in the
deployment of manpower [in the area
around campus, because of the muggings Saturday night],”Tucker said
yesterday. The DC police will have a
task force for the area in April because “the numbers [of crimes] look
like they are on the increase [for the
area syrounding campus],” he continued.
The only problem with this arrangement is that metro police are also
fighting to keep up with the rising DC
crime rate. DC is now the murder
capitol of the nation. Homicides in
the District--114 as of Saturday--have
been running nearly double last year’s
rate, which set an all-time record, according to a March 19 article in The
Washington Post.
Increased crime does effect all
areas of the city, according to another
DPS officer who wished not to be
identified. “Even though this is Georgetown Univesity, it's still DC,’he
said. “[DPS officers] should carry pistols. [Prospective criminals] know we
don’t have them.”
DPS officers said the problem does

To Adjudicate Students
by Tucker Kelly

Muggers Remain at Large

ogy. chemistry, physics, chemistry,
problem solving, reading analysis and
quantitative analysis.
“Mitchell said the MCAT

is reviewed

by the AAMC every 10 to 12 years to ensure that the science
been
outdated”

content has
Accordi

not
to

Mitchell, the rapid development of
medical technology has prompted the
changes in the MCAT. “Physicians
need to engage in a lifelong process
of learning,” she said. “That's one of
the focuses of the new test.”

Karen Pfordresher, director of student services and admissions for
Georgetown Medical School, said she

agrees with the MCAT changes. “It’s
still important to prove a background
in the sciences, but people who have
the ability to write well at least are able
to show their skills,” she said.

i
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Robertson Predicts Collapse
Of Soviet Union

Kinko’

through college

continued from page 1

“The principal advantage [of using
photocopied packets] is the ability to
constantly update the materials,” said
Thomas Cooke, a professor of business law. The service prevents “the
students [from] buying the 50 percent
of the [text] book they will not read,”
Cooke said.
“Kinko's is basically making reserve
copies for much less money,” Koenig
agreed. “Students would be hurt quite
a bit by an adverse decision against
Kinko's. We obtain permission when
perhaps we don’t need to,” Koenig
said.
Business Professor Ricardo Earnst,
who also uses Kinko's services, said
that the company obtains releases for
the copyrighted materials he wants to
photocopy, and includes copies, binding and royalties in their price for
packets. “I trust them. Part of the deal
is that they take care of [getting a
release],” Earnst said.
Koenig said that Kinko's assumes
responsibility for obtaining releases
on copyrighted material. “Most of the
time, professors have better things to

do than

call publishers

[to get

releases]. We are more familiar with
the procedure and we do obtain permission from the publishers,” Koenig
said, adding that he thought part of
the problem is that “the law is so
vague and difficult to understand
even the professors don’t understand
i>

1

“The empire dominated by the Soviet Union will collapse,” televangelist and
1988 Republican presidential candidate Pat Robertson predicted in his speech
in the Intercultural Auditorium Thursday.

“Soviet industry is falling apart,”
Robertson continued. It is a society that
is less than a Third World country, yet it
is enormously well armed.”
According to Robertson, there is a good
possibility for revolution in the Soviet
Union today. “The situation is critical.
There is a very real chance that it [the
Soviet Union] will not adapt,” he said.
“The Soviet Union is a sick old man
living in an apartment with a full loaded
Howitzer.”
Robertson said the present problems
in the Soviet Union are due to its politi-

cal system. “Communism is not meeting

A

Pat Robertson.

Photo by Lucie Melahn

[the Soviet people’s] spiritual or material needs,” he said. “Our hope is the
spiritual revival among the youths. [This revival] is what meets their needs--a
material society doesn’t.”

;

money to spare

NCAA Tickets to Go on Sale
NCAA tickets for regional and final tournament games will be sold tomorrow from 10 a.m. to noon at McDonough Gymnasium to student season ticket holders. Tickets will be $43 and students must present a valid ID to purchase

&

wal

a ticket. Any remaining tickets will be sold after noon to the general public.

let]

China Circle Sponsors Lecture
Legislative counselor Szeto Wah

will speak on the future of Hong

92
the

Kong at

11

7:30 p.m., March 30, in White Gravenor 201A. The speech is sponsored by the

tin

China Circle.
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We're 69 and going strong. Write News.
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ancestry wish to love, cherish and
raise your newborn child. Legal and"

- HOYA

confidential.

Classifieds
ADOPTION--Give

your

baby, and us a chance for a wonder-

ful life. We're a loving couple, finan| cially secure, and want to share our
lives with an infant. Call collect,
(301) 249-2994
ON CAMPUS
SALES REP.-wanted immediately. To sell our new
personalized fun product to: sports
‘teams, college clubs, university or| ganizations. Exceptionally high
| commissions for motivated responsible person. Call (202) 337-EURO.

married

couple unable to have children wish-

‘ing to adopt an infant. We will pay
all legal and medical expenses. Call
George and Barbara collect (703)
573-5640.
GEORGETOWN’S BEST KEPT
SECRET: The G.U. Greece Program
May 29 - June 14, 1989. Three credits
and lots of fun. Talk to Megan 76218.
ADOPTION--Licensed, private
agency has many loving, screened
couples wating to adopt. You can
select and meet the couple if you
wish. Yearly updates on child. Counseling, individual and group, before

and after placement. Help with,
medical expenses and housing. Call
The Barker Foundation 363-7751.
ADOPTION--Caring, financially
secure couple of Irish and Swedish
£4 Sa

call Linda

and

Craig collect (212) 877-3574.

yourself,

ADOPTION--Happily

Please

several FT/PT openings $6 to $15 per
hour salary & bonus. MondayFriday workdays, 8:15 a.m. - 5:30
p-m. Flexible hours available, no ex-

perience necessary. Training
provided; pleasing personality and
sales experience a plus. Management potential. Call NOW for interview. 271-9222. Holiday Inn Crowne
Plaza, 300 Army Navy Dr., Ar-

ATTENTION - HIRING! Government jobs, your area. $17,840 $69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885 EXT
R4304.
ADOPTION--Loving childless
couple seeking to adopt. Willing to
pay medical and legal expenses.
Strictly legal and confidential. If you
are

pregnant

home

and

for your

seeking

baby,

a

lington, VA 22202 EOE.

ADOPTION--

‘and legal expenses. Call Terri and
‘Ted collectat (703) 759-2762.

j

DC LAW FIRM searching for an
undergrad/grad
student' with
demonstrated fluency in German
and French languages for temporary

IDEAL INTERNSHIP
for MBA.
JD, or MPA. Student: Georgetown
consulting firm seeks two interns to
work at least 20 hours per week
throughout the spring semester. Interns will read proxy statements &
use in-house voting guidelines to
write voting analysis and recommendations for clients. Please send
resume and writing sample to Pat
Bradley, 3050 K St. NW, Suite 300,
Washington DC 20007.
FREE

JAMES

BROWN

stickers. $2.00 & SASE
PO

part-time (at least 20 hours a week)

work translating technical documents into English. Prefer person
with science or engineering background. Hours flexible. Approx.
$8.00 an hour. Project to last approx.
3 months. Please contact Joanne
Austin at 879-5127 M-F between 9:30
and
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Sooner or later Mom and Dad will show up for the weekend. But before
you hit them up for some extra cash, show them how economical you can be.
Send them to the Sheraton Washington. Located in a scenic park-like setting,
with its own Metro stop, we're minutes from all the attractions of the city. And
welll give them three value-packed packages to choose from.
For reservations call (202) 234-5557. Outside Washington, D.C. call (202)
328-2000. Or call toll-free 800-325-3535 anytime or your travel agent.
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THE M.A¥

Weekend rate includes
a deluxe room with
all the comforts of

Weekend rate includes
a deluxe room and
a Continental breakfast

Weekend rate includes
a luxurious suite, plus
a Sunday champagne

>
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the hotel.

for two.

brunch buffet for two.

>

$774 perroom
per night

$84 perroom
per night

-= |

Apple Pays Half
See Kirk Downs in the University Purchasing Trailers
located in front of McDonough Gym, Orders will
be taken during the following hours only:
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., 687-2484

jon»
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;

*Advance reservations required. Based on avail-

<

ability. Not available to groups or conventions.

.

Sheraton Washington

Weekends are defined as Friday. Saturday and
Sunday. Rate quoted is per room, per night.
single or double occupancy. All food taxes and
gratuities included. Up to two children 17 and
under stay free when sharing an adult's room.
Offer expires July

<

© 1989 The Sheraton Corporation
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Now through March 31, when you buy selected Macintosh®SE or Macintosh If computers, you'll get

a rebate for up to half the suggested retail price of the Apple® peripherals you add on —so you'll save up to $800.
Ask for details today where computers are sold on campus.

©
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:

3. Get a nice, fat check.

New Marketing Company. Call Ted
944-9583.

to distribute flyers.

SHERATON

= A En 1

NEEDED--4-5

preferably furnished, to sublet approx. June 15-Aug. 15, near Georgetown campus.
Call Karen,
687-6998.
:

IMMEDIATE POSITION for an
enthusiastic person to work with our
new unique fun product, in a G-town
retail location. FLEXIBLE hours.
Call 337-EURO. People also needed

in

townhouse/apartment,

£5

{SY

& Apple Ris id

11:30 am.

DESPERATELY

to: AD.W.

Box 83, Arlington VA 22210

HOLIDAY INN
Penthouse Club.

Loving couple, un-

to adopt. We can help with medical

call

Eddie or Margaret collect (703) 536-3257.

|

able to have children, seeking infant

good

please

1. Buy a Macintosh.

the
and Macintosh are registered trademarks
Toms an Conditions of Bie Fis iP
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Computer,Inc. Certain restrictions apply. All rebates subject to
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“In the context of a world divided
into two menacingly armed blocs, the
fundamental query which arises in the
«ethical order is related to the morality
of military deterrence. Certainly, this

the

nuclear

dimension

and

age

has

assumed

a seriousness

HOYA Senior News Editor

greater

its effect

as

a

a deterrent,

Although world peace must be
achieved between countries, Casaroli
said the Catholic Church has never
been indifferent to international relations. “Fhe Popes, especially from
Pius XII and John XXIII to Paul VI
and John Paul II, have made [nuclear
deterrence] the subject of numerous

Vatican told a‘¢apacity crowd in the

Intercultural Center auditorium Sunday night.
TR
Casaroli spoke on “Catholic Teaching and International Relations: Assessing the Present and Shaping the . statements and actions,” he said.
Future,” opening a three-day Bicen“Naturally, [the Popes’] way of dealtennial- conference entitled Shaping
ing with the problem is linked to the
World Security for the Year 2000:
special nature of their role and misPolitics, Strategy and Ethics.
sion which is essentially religious.
DC Archbishop James Cardinal
Therefore they concentrate on the
Hickey introduced Casaroli, describmoral and humanitarian aspects of
ing him as a “diplomat and pastor.”
the question,” Casaroli continued.
. Casaroli has beena Catholic priest for
.A brief question and answer period

52 years and a bishop for 22 years..He

followed

Casaroli’s

address.

One

audience member criticized the car-

"has served as secretary of state of the
for the past ten years, and is

"often at the “right hand” of Pope John

the 1989-90

of peace,” he said.

that is

an absolute novelty,” Cardinal Agostino Casaroli; Seczetary of State of the

Vatican

The Basement management elected
Kelly Martin (CAS 90) Saturday to
the position of general manager for

thus the better it will serve the cause
of mutual security and, consequently,

is not a new question, but one which

in the

by Alex Niven

Paul II; according to Hickey.
;
Casaroli said that world peace today:
is maintained only because the alternative is mass destruction. “The more
terrifying the harm threatened as the
certain response to a nuclear attack,

by Michael Goggin’

\

dinal for not providing new solutions
for the future, and reminded him that

fl

or

"Photo by Barbara Wehr

Cardinal Agostino Casaroli.

the policy of the Vatican encouraging
nuclear deterrence, adopted in 1982,
has not been accepted by many
American Catholics. Although
Casaroli said he could not speak for
American Catholics, he defended the

opinion on nuclear deterrence
reached by the Vatican. “I think that
it was a really balanced opinion,” he
said.
Casaroli said that the Vatican will
continue to express its views on such
issues-as international relations and
nuclear disarmament. “The Catholic
Church today, as in the past, is willing and able to assume
nationally,” he said.

“|The off-campus

our jurisdiction,”

crimes]

Tucker

are not

said. Ac-

cording to Tucker, the duty of DPS is
to guard property “owned by the
university” and not public streets,
which is the responsibility of metro
police.
Officer Hall of DPS, who was working on the case, said that criminals
were bold when it comes to crimes on
this campus. “They're stupid,” he said,
“they're armed, and they know we're
not, and so they think it’s easy pickings.”
Tucker suggested that students in-

school

year. Martin

said

she planned to emphasize entertainment and food specials next year to
boost Basement business and compensate for lost revenue due to the increased drinking age.
Martin was elected from a field of
six applicants by the upper and shift
management staffs. According to
Martin, she will take over her new
responsibilities immediately, but she
said the first several weeks will consist
of a training period with a gradual
transfer of duties to her management.
Despite a three month opening
delay and a costly equipment failure in
one of its walk-in freezers, Martin said
she believed The Basement has recov-

by Chiray Koo and Michael Goggin
HOYA

Staff Writers

Cabaret, the annual student variety

year,

volved in similar situations should not
“offer resistance,” when confronted by
an armed mugger. “Don’t stare him
down,” Tucker said, “but try to get a
good look at him so that you can give
a good description.”
Atheridge said students should be
careful when traveling, even short distances like to the Tombs. She said that
had she been paying attention to her
surroundings, she might have been
able to avoid the incident altogether.
“If we had seen him listening to us,
we could have gone a more populated
way,” she said.

ered from its initial difficulties. “I think
things in The Basement are running really well now,” she said. “There
was a lot of adjustment moving to the
Leavey Center, but [operations] are
running smoother and smoother.”
Former Basement general manager
John Doyle (SFS ’89) said he is confident of The Basement’s success, despite
a “substantial increase” in the rent
with the Leavey move and decreasing
beer sales due to the new alcohol
policy. He said he is trying to compensate for early losses and decreased
sales this year by focusing on food
specials and better entertainment. “I
can’t deny we were hurt by the move.
We obviously had a rough start, but
there’s a good chance we will break
even this year,” Doyle said.
Martin said Basement management
is trying to shift away from drinking
to other activities. “We're trying to
place a lot of emphasis on entertain-

John Doyle (SFS ’89).

HOVYA File Photo

ment and food specials,” she said. “We
want people to come who can’t drink
and still have a good time.” Doyle
agreed, saying “we're trying to start a
precedent for non-alcoholic specials.”

according

to Paul

Catherwood

(CAS ’89), executive producer of
finances for the event. This was the
first year alcohol was not available at
the show, held in Gaston Hall.
“In terms of quality, this is the best
show people have seen in quite a few
years,” Catherwood said. “In terms of
audience sizes, Saturday was a success, and [Monday] will be a success
because it is Senior Night.” Catherwood said that only 100 people attended the show Sunday night,
however.
“Luckily we have made money. We
[don’t know yet if we have profits], but
we have enough to give to charity what
we promised,” producer Robert Silich
(CAS 90) said. Cabaret '89 pledged to

give $5,000 to the Adult Literacy
Program of Sursum Corda, a DC
housing project.
Despite the small turnout Sunday,
Catherwood said the show went well.
“By the end of the night, most of the
audience members were dancing,” he
said. Saturday night's show was sold
out, according to Silich, who was the

band leader in addition to being one
of the show's three producers.
Silich credited the student body of
Georgetown for enabling Cabaret to
be a success this year. “They have
been incredible. We have proved you
can have a great show without alcohol,” he said.
The non-alcohol policy in this
year’s Cabaret may have accounted
for lower turnouts than in past years,
Catherwood said. “The lack of alcohol
was probably our biggest [obstacle].”
University policy prohibits smoking
or drinking in Gaston Hall.
;
In previous years, Cabaret has been

held in the Hall of Nations. Cabaret
organizers said they decided against
using the hall again because the conversion of the hall to a black box
theater has greatly decreased the
auditorium’s space. “Gaston seemed
like the only [acceptable] on-campus
place,” Catherwood said.
Although many people felt Cabaret
tickets were too expensive, the seats
were actually cheaper than last year,
Silich

said.

This

year,

two

separate

ticket prices were offered. Floor tickets sold for $17.50 each; balcony seats
were priced at $15. Last year, Silich
said, all tickets were $16, but pitchers
of beer cost an additional $5.
Because of the many different
events taking place this year in
celebration of Georgetown's Bicentennial, Catherwood speculated many
students did not have enough money
to go to Cabaret.
“People can only afford so much,”

Catherwood said.
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Non-alcoholic Cabaret Generates Funds
show held last weekend, was a'success
despite a drop in attendance from last

its role inter-

DPS Officials Stress Safety Awareness
continued from page I
walked away [before he got the wallet].”
Mohammed Pourshahmir (CAS
’92) was robbed of $20 at gunpoint in
the street in front of New South at
11:30 p.m. He had just come from getting the money from the Riggs
machine by Copley when he was
mugged.
According to Director of Public
Safety William Tucker, two of the incidents happened on campus while
the other three occurred in the near
vicinity.
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Secure the Campus

Eddy Daniels and Perry Zizzi

Misguided Activism Hurts Howard University

The soaring crime rate in DC has finally stretched its
fingers into Georgetown’s campus.

Atwater’s Resignation From Board of Trustees Represents Opportunities Missed

The two muggings that occurred on campus Saturday night
send a clear signal to the Georgetown community. This campus needs more security officers, and they need to be visible.
The fact that these muggings happened is horrendous, but
as worrysome was the confused, disorganized response by
the Department of Public Safety (DPS).
Whether they are on a quick trip to Vittles or on the way
“back from Lauinger, students need the protection of a larger,
more efficient campus police force.
Criminals are not stopping at Healy gates because there is
not a serious security presence to deter them. Between 6 p.m.
and 2 a.m. there are fewer than 14 DPS officers on campus,
and after 2 a.m., there are even less. Some of these officers

There is a double standard being
applied to the protestors at Howard
University. This becomes obvious if
the color of the actors is reversed. Imagine this situation: a mostly white,
upper-class Georgetown University
nominates to its board of trustees Ron
Brown, Chairman of the Democratic
National Committee. Brown, who
happens to be black, was Jesse
Jackson's convention coordinator in
1988. The white students launch disruptive riots, seizing the Healy building, seeking Brown's resignation. The
white students claim that Brown's affiliation with Jackson, and indirectly
with the radical Louis Farrakhan,
proves that he supports racial hatred
and anti-semitism. Brown is also
feared to be too liberal, supporting
higher taxes on the upper-class and
income redistribution to lower classes.
The Harvard educated and wellrespected Brown, unable to overcome
the overblown charge of “guilt-by-association,” is forced to step down. Almost inevitably, there would be charge
of racism leveled against the white students. The unfair and unsubstantiated
charges would be viewed as thinlyveiled cover for latent racism of the

are on break, and others are stationed in less visible areas.

In addition to roving patrolmen, DPS should station officers in regions that control access to the campus. One officer in front of Healy could control entry to most of the front

of campus. Suspicious people could then be spotted and followed by roving patrolmen. Similarly, an officer in front of
St. Mary’s could spot anyone coming into campus from the
North.
Currently, the late night security presence on campus consists of poorly marked phone boxes. Their placement indicates that someone does understand where an officer is
needed, but a few yellow phones will not deter a mugger.

This weekend proved that.

described a “kinder, gentler nation.”
Republicans and Democrats alike, are

in agreement that the President Has
made an alarmingly slow start.
Critics have even begun to compare
George Bush to the notoriously dull

former president Jimmy Carter.
Thus far, an unfortunate combination of domestic blunders, as well as
missed foreign policy opportunities,
have characterized the Bush administration. The few appointments
that he has made have been controversial

and

misguided,

often
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many
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an

aggressive

protest

against

“the U.S. war in El Salvador.” Blowing whistles and shouting. incomprehensibly, they pretended to take
each other hostage to dramatize the
plight of civilians in wartorn Central
America. But the EFL student -- who
speaks no English -- didn’t realize

HOYA

welcomes

letters from

our readers and will make every effort
to print as many as possible. Letters
should not exceed 400 words and are
subject to being edited if they are"
longer. The HOYA reserves the right
to edit for style or clarity, but every effort will be made to retain the author’s intent.
Each letter must be signed and in-

Next

they were pretending. Shy and alone
in a new country, she was speechless
with terror; in other words, the
protesters -- having deliberately
planned the event to look real -- had
terrorized her, making them guilty of
terrorism as defined by the Oxford
English Dictionary: “to coerce by
violence or intimidation for political
purposes.”
Yes, the majority of students who
witnessed the protest were amused,
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and’ the Soviet

Unibn

continues its reforms, America’s future does not look comparatively
promising. Unless President Bush
stops coasting on his prestige and
produces
some
trump
cards,
America’s unquestioned status as a
superpower may deteriorate.
Lucy Bailey, an English major, is a
senior in the College of Arts and Sciences.

Policy
clude the person’s name, school and
year, address, and phone number. All
letters become the property of The
HOYA. No unsigned letters will be
printed.
For inclusion in The HOYA, letters
are due in our Leavey offices no later
than Tuesday at 6 p.m. for Friday issues, and Edy at 6 p.m. for Tuesday
issues.

resort in an emergency situation;
those who break this rule merely en-:
danger their own cause by associating
it in the public mind with unbelievable stupidity.
Frank Recchia
SLL "91
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experts

but imagine the impression it left on
‘the EFL student: Though she asked
through an impromptu interpreter not
to be identified,I demand a formal
apology on her behalf. After all, in the
freest country on earth, violent protest
should only be undertaken as a last

Publishing
TIME

As Europe approaches 1992, the
Pacific

consider the edge of a precipice, Bush
has relied upon the Gramm-Rudman
act to bail him out of his unrealistic

The HOYA’s

NEXT

rates continually on the rise, such expansion seems unlikely.

Demonstration Terrorized’ EFL Student

The

by Steve Irizarry

‘Perhaps more alarming than his
completed appointments are the
numerous, ‘although less publicized,
posts that still remain vacant. Bush’s
hesitancy in assigning people to fill
these positions is resulting in a
worldwide image of America as a car
without a driver. Without Bush officials present at such events as the
Conventional Arms Talks, the Bush
administration seems to be suffering
from a power vacuum. This impression is especially exacerbated when
contrasted with Soviet leader Mikail

However, with inflation and interest

Letters to the Editor

Letters
Out of Focus... .

selection by almost anyone's standards. However, he seems a fine choice
when compared with the recent Tower
fiasco. Both decisions contribute to an
impression that Bush leads with his
heart rather than with his head.

promise not to raise taxes. In doing
so, he has placed a burden on Congress that it is not happy to bear.
Bush’s budget is based upon his expectation that the economy will continue to expand its way' out of debt.

spn

--Georgetown student Tanya Witte on her experience
during Spring Break in Appalachia. Story, page 5.

Quayle for Vice President was a poor

Gorbachev's current foreign policy.
The Soviet Union is currently
making initiatives in many vital parts
of the world. Gorbachev's call for an
International Conference on the Middle East, as well as his consular discussions with Israel, reflect his
increasing desire to assume the role of
mediator in that region.
The Soviet leader’s rapprochement
with China is going apparently unheeded by President Bush as well.
Ironically, Gorbachev's unprecedented
overtures
to
nations
throughout the world are bringing
him praise for what appears to be a
desire to create a kinder, gentler world.
Bush risks settling for a spectator seat
as he watches Gorbachev provide the
main attraction.
At a time when the American

+ oi

|

motivated by his fierce sense of loyalty that some consider more foolhardy
than praiseworthy. The choice of Dan

Chiray Koo

_ Computer Systems Specialist
Andrew O’Brien
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_ Four months after the United States
Presidential election, the mud that
was slung by both candidates during
the campaign is beginning to gather
ominously into a slough of malaise
around the new President George
Bush.
In what is now the second half of
his 100 day “honeymoon period,”
George Bush has done little to substantiate what he meant when he

I was escorting a new EFL (English
as a Foreign Language) student to
lunch in the New South cafeteria this
afternoon when a group of students

“It’s such a change from Georgetown to go out there to no
stress. It's a different perception of life and it helps you put
it in perspective.”

and black, said

a

should be informed at orientation about how to avoid being
victimized both on and off campus.
Exercising caution at night by walking together and taking
taxicabs can prevent some students from being victimized,
but when groups of people on campus are getting mugged
the responsibility falls clearly in the lap of the Department of
Public Safety and the administration that funds them.

in Maryland,

in no uncertain terms that he did not

—

“mugger” was a friend of the victim’s walking home.
Meanwhile, the real mugger got free. Professional training is

does occur on campus, and they must be informed of what
preventive measures are taken on campus. Also, students

Senate

Bush Presidency Suffers From Alarming Lack of Direction and Resolve

patrolmen.
One of Saturday’s victims reported that DPS
seemed stunned when they discovered that there was a mug“ger on campus. Finally, they chased him into Harbin and
secured the exits to the building only to discover that the

tinue. Georgetown must prepare itself by training its security
officers to handle the problems of serious crime. DPS officers
are not here just to lock doors.
An essential part of securing the campus is communication among its members. Students must be aware that crime

nor funded, nor gave any approval to
the ad.
Indeed, Atwater and campaign
chairman James Baker wrote letters to
all state party chairmen informing
them that the ad was not endorsed by
the campaign and insisting that they
not run it. Finally, that the ad actually was racist is questionable. Alan
Keyes, Republican candidate for the

Indeed, the real loser in this regrettable episode was Howard University.
The institution lost the capable service
Clearly, this disturbance at Howard ' of a great friend in Lee Atwater. Atwas intended to hamper Atwater’s efwater would have been an asset to
forts, as Republican National ComHoward, not only because of his fundmittee (RNC) Chairman, to attract
raising abilities, but in the classroom
blacks back to the G.O.P., and offer
as well. Atwater had hoped to teach a
them an alternative to a Democratic
class on American presidential
party that has grown less reprepolitics and elections.
sentative of black interests. Upon ac- The “victory” of the Howard stucepting President Bush’s nomination
dents was short-sighted, irresponsible,
to serve as party chairman, Atwater
and based on a flawed assessment of
had declared that reaching out to
Lee Atwater. In a time when we conblacks would be a primary goal
tinue to seek improved racial harduring his term as chairman. Just
mony in America, the militant,
weeks ago, Atwater initiated a RNC
reactionary tone of the Howard
effort to recruit more blacks to run for
protest is disturbing. Far from bringelective office on the national, state,
ing blacks and whites closer together
and local levels. In addition, Atwater
in efforts to improve their lot, the
required all RNC department heads
“victory” leaves in the mouths of all
to hire more blacks on their staffs, or
involved a bitter and unwelcome taste.
face dismissal.
Understandably, Atwater was disapEddy Daniels, a junior in the School
pointed by the reaction of the Howard
of Foreign Service, was Chairman of Stuprotesters who rejected his nominadents for Bush and is spokesperson Jor
tion out of hand. Atwater was conthe College Republicans.
cerned less with his personal loss,
Perry Zizzi, a senior in the College of
than with the barriers to his genuine
Arts and Sciences, is Director of DC
effort to serve Howard University and
Youth for Bush. and a member of DC
the cause of black higher education.
Republican Committee.

White House Sends Out Crossed Signals

Georgetown needs more officers at night and better trained

crime, but there is no reason to assume this luck will con-

Atwater’s campaign neither produced,

find the ad to be racist, and felt that
its tough-on-crime message should
appeal to blacks.

Lucy Bailey

Unfortunately, Director of Public Safety Sgt. William Tucker will not tell the students how many officers are working
after 2 a.m. Tucker also has not made an effort to inform students about the new security phones or the problems of living
in a crime-ridden city.

necessary in a city where murder is a more than daily occurrence. Georgetown has been lucky in escaping most violent

white students (and there would
probably be yet another call for a
study of integration at Georgetown).
Is this situation so different from
that at Howard? Isn't Lee Atwater
being accused of being guilty of
racism by association, not because of
personally holding racist views?
Even the guilt-by-association
charge against Atwater is tenuous, at
best. The Horton furlough issue was
raised by President Bush only as part
of his law-and-order campaign. Bush
never referred to Horton as black or
his victims as white. The advertisement that the rioters labeled as racist
was not run by the Bush/Quayle campaign that Atwater managed:
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Symphony
hundred

of next

timates Charles Deacon, director
of undergraduate admissions. But

at Georgetown, they will have little
room to continue.
A small chamber ensemble and
bands,

one

of

which

gets

together only for basketball games,
are all Georgetown offers to the
performing arts enthusiast. No
symphony sparks the campus. And

| what is a university without a marching band?
The underlying concept to
liberal arts education is diversity.
History, English, and government
are important, but a full examination of humanity also should include classes in and practice of the
arts and music, writing, and ath1 letics.
;
Unfortunately, Georgetown
lacks opportunities in many such
endeavors. Georgetown, renowned
for its School of Foreign Service
and government programs, needs
to’ expand its excellence to every
aspect of liberal learning. Otherwise talents will fade, as with the
1200 former musicians who haunt
the Hilltop.
Georgetown needs a symphony
orchestra. Forming one would require dedicated students, as well as’
the active support and funding of
the university. A symphony is not
an unachievable goal, as Georgetown had one less than ten years

ago. But it began allowing Georgetown residents to join and soon
was taken over, becoming

a com-

munity orchestra, separate from
the school. Today there is silence.
Since a symphony of quality
should practice every weekday and
must have mandatory attendance
to conduct

consistent

rehearsals,

students would deserve credit.
Three credits for an entire year,

‘half the number

that a normal

course counts’ for, are enough to
encourage a busy student to join.
Over four years, the student could
then take four less classes, reduc-

ing the strain of regular rehearsals.
1..

The group will need nniversity
Moti! Shoueh not’ a great amount.

1 A conductor may be’ found at a
local

high ‘school; the Duke

El-

Special to the HOYA

Senior year. Second semester. For
most students, these four words translate to a four-month sabbatical in partying
and - self-indulgence.
Georgetown seniors Keith Clausen
(CAS 89), Mark De Stefano (SBA 89),
and Frank Duggan (CAS 89),
however,

school for sheet music rental, and

students could each bring their
own music stands.
Fine Arts. Chairman Donn
Murphy's suggestion that Georgetown buy many low cost
electronic keyboards is a good one.
With the sound plugged straight
into headphones, 20 students
simultaneously could practice
their.
craft
in
one
room.
Georgetown’s handful of pianos
limit the potential for quality practice time when hundreds arrived at
Georgetown with this skill.
Music remains an important
part of this society. It permeates the
life of every hearing human. The
Greeks put music on a level with

math and philosophy, teaching it
in their schools. Europe's Renaissance men learned music theory to
feed a desire for diverse knowledge.
Georgetown must likewise advance the role of music in students’
lives; or it risks that these students

leave school incomplete and unprepared.
There is no harm to a university
from diversity. Programs in music,
as well as the other muses, provide
an outlet for student creativity.
Students express themselves in
different ways, music being one of

them. The danger of narrowing the
educational environment to a

limited domain is that the oppor-

tunity for personal expression will
be lost. Georgetown,

in its search

for excellence, can ill afford this..

Campus

defy this trend in their ef-

forts to fund learning centers for DC
homeless children by establishing the
Georgetown Charity Ball for Homeless Children Association.
The three graduating seniors agree
that their motivation stems from their
concern for the almost hopeless situation of homeless! children. Clausen
explains, “There are 1500 kids living

The Washington

Post, who

serves as

a contact and advisor to the charity
ball’s organizers, stresses the invaluable

role

“When
still be
back if
no one

of

the

learning

centers,

these kids are young they can
reached. You can’t get them
they grow up in a shelter and
reaches them.

in homeless shelters. That's 1500 kids

that just aren’t getting a chance
education.”

at

Raising Money

;

“As college students, I don’t think
we can imagine what it’s like to roll
out

of bed

in a shelter,

books, and counseling for parents.
Bucks for Kids

The charity ball’s proceeds will go
to centers at Martha’s Table and For
the Love of Children (FLOC). Olivia
Ivy, director of operations at Martha's
Table says, “We have a number of
children who come here and it is
growing

every

day.

The association chose a charity ball
because “it is the best way to raise a
lot of money in a short period of

to wonder

where your next meal is coming from.
For a child, that’s scary,” says De
Stefano.
“Because of their homelessness
[homeless children] often feel embarassed and threatened while in
school. This can significantly detract
from their motivation to learn,” according to the association’s literature.
“Homeless kids have no place to
study, no books to read, and parents
who don’t know how to support their
learning,” says Clausen. “With up to
five family members living in one
room, their ‘homes’ don’t foster any
real learning.”
Learning centers correct the educational problems of shelter life by
providing a quiet place for study,

We're

trying

to

time,”

according

to

De

Stefano.

Swisher explains “These kids need the
learning centers, so they need
money.”
Scheduled for April 7 at the Omni
Shoreham

Hotel,

the ball will

awareness as well as money.
Delve,
/

director

of

raise

Cesie

Georgetown

University’s Volunteer and Public
Service Center, is enthusiastic about
the event. “It’s a dance with a purpose.
There will be an educational component to the evening which will
make it worthy as well as fun.”
The ball will commence with a performance by the homeless acting
group "Voices from the Streets.”
“ Voices’ does singular representations of the life led by homeless
people,” according to Duggan.
The production will be followed by
a guest speaker. “Right now we're actively pursuing Jack Kemp as our
speaker,” says Duggan.
“Barbara
Bush is helping us out - we're meeting with her next week - and the fact
that she has committed to seeing us
should influence Kemp.”
A book drive throughout all five
participating Consortium universities

is scheduled in conjunction with the
ball.
“We'd like to have all the costs underwritten so the whole $20 of a ticket can go to the cause,” says De
Stefano of the fund-raising aspect of
the evening. “We've sent out 600 letters to alumni in high-ranking positions asking them to help us out,
adds Duggan.
Although the ball is billed as a
money-making event, “one of its
major goals is to expose college students to homelessness and their
capacity to contribute to its solution
by fund raising, tutoring, and mentoring,” according to the organization’s
literature.
“There’s such an untapped reservoir
of student volunteers. We're making
the opportunity to help easier and
more flexible by holding the ball,”
says De Stefano.
From its beginnings as a simple
fund-raiser, the ball has evolved into

.a spirit its founders hope to solidify
by making the event into a university
sponsored club next year. “We don’t
want this to be a one-time thing,”
says Duggan.
Clausen, De Stefano, and Duggan’s

efforts have sparked both concern for
homelessness and admiration for the
three’s incentive. The Rev. J. Donald
Freeze, SJ writes in a letter concern-

ing the ball, “Recently in the press undergraduate students have been called
selfish, superficial, and uncaring.
This may be true for some, but it is

impressive to see some looking
beyond themselves to others less fortunate.”
“These guys challenge the bad
image college students have as being
only out for themselves.
They're
doing something selfless which raises
awareness, unites colleges, and helps

children,” says Swisher.
In

a letter to the

founders,

Barbara

charity

Bush

balls

adds

her

praise, “You are making a difference
in people’s lives and in our world, and
I truly believe you exemplify what is
best about our country -- reaching out
to others in need.”

Laboring Their Spring Break Away
Student Volunteers

lington School of Performing Arts
is literally just around the corner.
Georgetown could make arrangements with the Duke Ellington

remodel our thrift store into a
children’s learning center but to do
that we need funding.”
FLOC will use the donations to
sponsor the Outdoor Education
Center in West Virginia where “for 18
days homeless children engage in activities which are designed to improve
self-esteem and [academic] skills,” according to the charity balls literature.
Cara Swisher(SFS ’84), Arts and
Entertainment Editorial Assistant of

by Rebecca Mizhir

year’s

entering freshmen played in their
high school band or orchestra, es-

two

With Ball

Georgetown Seniors Create Charity Event to Help Homeless Children

For Credit
Three

Students Hit Home

by Jill M. Scriba
HOYA

Staff Writer

Everyone has seen the signs--a palm
tree in a circle with a slash through it.
What

do

they

mean

by no

trees? It

means that Spring Break in Appalachia (SBIA), a program run by
Georgetown students that places students in the communities of the Appalachian hills of Kentucky, Virginia,
West Virginia and Tennessee, is an alternative to palm trees and beaches.
The programs vary greatly depending on the site. The Red Bird Mission
in Beverly, KY is equipped with
cabins and showers whereas the
Mountain .of Peace Farm in Basin,
WV, one of the most popular
programs this year, is heated by a
woodstove and has no running water.
There students work on an organic
farm in a rugged and isolated environment.

Co-chairman Jennifer Shields (CAS

90) says she believes that the enthusiasm for this and all the trips
stems primarily from word of mouth
from the people that have previously
© participated in SBIA.
“I had heard only good things about

SBIA and I always wanted to go,”
commented Kathy Kilday (CAS 90).
She went to Grace House in St. Paul,
VA, a location that is known to be very
community oriented. Here the group
built an outhouse and a driveway. Kilday believes the work is important because it brings the students together.
Grace House is an Episcopal Mission
and its purpose is to educate. The
group met the Appalachia people and
learned about the problems and positive aspects of the community.

Opinion/ Q:

92) was a little

skeptical about spending his week of
vacation participating in a community service project instead of
going to Florida. Nevertheless he got
in line at 4:30 a.m. to sign up. Lanser
nearly returned home to bed after
hearing other students’ descriptions of
the trips but he decided to sign up for
the Cranks Creek Survival Center
after reading some articles by past
SBIA participants.
For Lanser the most shocking
aspect of the trip was the disposition
of the Appalachians. “All the people
there were so happy. Despite their
economical

difficulties,

everyone

is

happy to be there,” says Lanser. After
taking part in the program Lanser
concluded, “I was much happier
going to Appalachia than I would
have been at the beach.”
Tanya Witte (CAS 91) chose the
“Mountain of Peace Farm because it
was one of the more primative settings. The volunteers work on a farm
for the community from which all the
food goes to charity. During this trip
the students helped with the birth of
several lambs. They also went to a
local school and talked to the students
about the importance of attending college.

Witte believes that the trip is beneficial for both the Appalachians and
the volunteers.

She commented,

“It’s

a chance to meet people who are there
for the same reason and make
friends.” Witte added, “It really helps
you. It’s such a change from Georgetown to go out there to no stress. It’s
a different perception of life and it
helps you put things in perspective.”

For Stuart Eisenberg (CAS

3 obbed in1 Bimini
nak

contrast was evident when he returned
from the Mountain Tennessee Outreach Program (TOP) to DC. “When
I got back to the city I was very
depressed. I was let down coming
back from the mountain community
with start overhead,”

We Got Seriously
i

90) the

said Eisenberg.

This was the first time that Georgetown sent a group on TOP. This
program was work intensive and consisted of such activities as the building of a tool shed, a porch and roofing
a house.
The Red Bird Mission in Beverly,
KY is a small community. With a
group effort the volunteers helped
with kitchen duties, worked in stores,
taught school, shoveled gravel, raked

leaves and weeded. According to
Sunny Choi (CAS '91), “The most incredible part of the trip was meeting
the leaders of the mission and their
family. Their warmth and friendliness
were so inspirational.”
The group did have a free day in
which they went hiking on a trail from
where they could look out over the
towns in which they were working.
Choi added, “It was an eye-opening
experience. It comes from the heart.
You get out what you put in.”
This year, seven groups of 15 people
participated in the various programs.
SBIA was able to raise enough money
to send one more group than last year.
According to Shields there are always
more people at sign-ups than can go.
The group plans to raise enough
funds to increase the number of trips
for next year. The cost to the students
for the entire trip is $100, which includes all transportation, lodging and

DeStefano.

A Spring Break From Hell

TEN

Help in Appalachian Communities
Chris Lanser (CAS

Photo by James Mangan

Charity Ball founders Frank Duggan, Keith Clausen, and Mark
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of people will tell you they
best spring break possible, I
one. of those people. It all
as a simple, lustful quest for

sun -- seven guys in a Chevy wagon
heading to sunny Florida, where a

46-foot pleasure boat would be waiting to take us on a fun-filled cruise
through the Caribbean.
I don’t know if you have ever taken
a road trip in a Chevy, but it just
doesn’t work when one guy is an exfootball player and another left the
kitchen sink at home only because
he forgot to bring it. So, in the interest of space we decided to tie all the
bags to the roof.
We knew that was a bad idea because it was going to rain. We knew
it was going to rain because the street
bum who held us up at knifepoint
under the Whitehurst

Freeway

told

us so. Sure enough, this toothless
Willard Scott was right on the
money
as we
hit torrential
downpours within twenty minutes of
leaving DC.
Sixteen hours and a carton of butts
later,

we

rolled

into

that

cultural

Mecca of the Western Hemisphere,
Ft. Lauderdale. A quality job at the
wheel was turned in by all, especially by Ryan “Fire In The Hole” Knoll

and Tim “Dudes Can I Just Tell You
I have No License” Flynn.
After a culinary experience unsurpassed by any late-night trip to Little Tavern, we decided to load up on
some last minute provisions -- food,
sun tan oil, anda case and a half of
that Nectar of the Gods in Plastic
Bottles, Majorska Vodka (bottled in
New Jersey).
Realizing that the day was ripe for

food for the week.

ianfing/Puming, we headed for the
nearest. private lock, ignoring the
“sign that read: “DO NOT ENTER
UNDER

PENALTY

OF

DEATH,

AND
IF YOU
DO,
DON'T
DRINK.” Discreet as always, we
trampled across a neatly manicured
lawn to the small dock overlooking
the water and promptly cracked a
beer. Surprisingly, the police didn’t
think it was as funny as we did.

After a day on the beach, we were
ready to take in some of the famous
Lauderdale night life. Almost immediately,

we

ran

into some

other

thrill seeking

Hoyas

in one of Ft.

Lauderdale’s

most

famous

bars,

Summers. This fine establishment
was total unadulterated processed
cheesefood. In fact, it made
Winston's look like F. Scott's.
Thoroughly repulsed, we fled the
bar and turned in, anxiously awaiting our big day with our new toy, the
46-foot cruising sailboat, Hard On.
We were all pleasantly surprised to
find our captain was a young, ener-

getic, fun-loving, babbling idiot.

Did I forget to mention that Captain Hosehead is an ex-pimp who
now

spends his time running drugs

with his ex-employee and current
wife? Actually, we only had three
problems

with

the

guy:

One,

he

didn’t know the first thing about sailing. Two, he needed to check into a
serious substance abuse treatment
center. And three, he was a pyschotic
pedophile. Don’t get me wrong,
though, he suited our purposes fine.
Seven hours out to sea, we ran into
a slight problem. A tropical storm. It
probably wouldnt have been so bad,
but while we, the trusty crew, were

up top battling gale force winds, our
skipper was in the aft cabin stoned
continued on page 6

Compiled by Eugene Sloan

Will you go out on a date with us?

> and John Toolan

Fuge and John

Missy Gold
CAS 92
Victoria Andros
CAS 89

Alysia Faulkner
SLL "92

Elizabeth O’Connor

CAS 92

Features:

Euge:' freed,
Dlease.

can
&
cook, eager to
fits

John: flexible, good. sense of humor,
will do laundry.
y

Jen DeLaney
CAS 92

Becky Benor
SLL 91
Jennifer McGuinn

- CAS 91

Alison T. Baenen

First grade, St. Patrick's
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continued from page 5
to bejesus. Trying desperately to tigure

out the boat's navigation system in between barfing up a few internal organs
over the rail, we finally accepted the
fact that we were lost at sea and heading toward Greenland at about 10
knots per hour.
But luck turned out to be on our
side. As we were toasting our impending deaths with shots of Majorska, we
suddenly spotted land off in the distance. It was with great celebration
and a few more shots of vodka that
we toasted our arrival on that small
piece of dry land known affectionately as Bimini.
Our joy was short-lived, however, as
we realized the magnitude of our

Standards, Human and Female” Martino and Kansas Dave “Dudes, I
Think I Need to See a Doctor”

Camarata, chased anything and
everything with a heartbeat the entire

Bimini’s entire supply of its number
one

abnormally attached to an enormous
glass of straight Mount Gay Rum,
mumbling something about a Hele
ERURIGRNS

cash

&
Photo

by

Pau

been on a 46-foot boat, but trust me,
the combination of these two lovesick
boys

and

paper-thin walls

did

not

make for good sleeping.
Our only salvation was the
remainder of that case of Majorska
and Chris Hart's American Express
card. Comic relief was provided by

Do You Know

SERRESER

3 SN
Re

a

“Dude,

Dude,

crew.

Then

we

heard

the

sounds. Weird wailing noises eminating from the bowels of the ship. Following the screams that were
interspersed with four letter words
that I didn’t even know existed, we
happened upon our lost freshman, who
had been hogtied by our horny cap-

aR
artino

The Compleat Angler Bar, the only bar on the entire island of Bimini, is the site of
the infamous rendezvous between Donna Rice and Gary Hart.

time. I don’t know if you have ever

crop.

Duuuude!!!, 1 swear that guy ‘was a
cop!”. Needless to say, the fruits of
their venture were thrown to sea, and
we all spent the next 12 hours or so
reflecting upon this narrow brush
with Bahamian incarceration over
several warm glasses of straight
Majorska vodka.
It wasn’t long after that when we
realized we were missing one of our
trusty

situation with the next weather report.

We were to be stuck on that God-forsaken rock for an entire week. But we
decided to make the best of it, despite
the fact that it seemed that the boat
was shrinking by about four feet a
day, and the island was about the size
of a large postage stamp. Then we ran
out of money.
Our situation further deteriorated
with the fact that two of our crew
members, Paul “I Only Have Two

Bob Driscoll, a New South R.A., who

turned up wrapped around a table leg,

But true to form, he talked his way on

the next plane to touch down on the
island. His euphoria was short-lived,
however, as the 45-year-old DC-3
cargo plane stalled during takeoff and
had to be pushed across the runway.
Fortunately, the pilot/mechanic was
able to get the thing running again,
and the plane took off without further
incident.
Safely back in the good ole’ US of
A, we promptly hit up the nearest McDonalds, and toasted the fact that our
jaunt through hell was just 16 hours
from over, north on 1-95.
;
Jack Jericho is a pseudonym for those
on this trip, who collaborated to write
their slightly embellished experiences for
The HOYA.

GRE
LSAT

MCAT
GMAT

the poor kid before his virginity was
forever lost.
The captain swore it was all a joke,
but we decided it would probably be
a good thing to put as much distance
as possible between us and the drugcrazed buffoon. After selling off a few
of our favorite wares to get some
desperately need money, we took the
next ferry over to the closest island

et

Nine hours after our arrival at a
small metal shack next to a cracked
asphalt runway in the middle of a
marijuana field, we were still comfortably seated under the same palm tree.
Out of desperation, the ever-industrious newspaper editor conned us
a ride back to the dear old USA in
Eddie the Cuban drug smuggler’s
beat-up Cessna. But as we were piling
our bags in the plane, we heard perhaps the 21 most dreaded words in the
English language. “Sorry boys, I don’t
have enough room for all of you. One
of you is going to have to stay behind.”
No amount of cajoling could induce
anyone to be the heroic volunteer, so
we flipped a coin. In true La Bamba
style, the man who got us our ride lost

tain in the aft cabin. Luckily, we found

boy. And this guy is supposed to be a
role model for Georgetown freshmen.
You tell me, is there something wrong
with our Resident Life selection
process, or what?
Out of sheer desperation and one
too many vodka hangovers, two
nameless members of our crew did
everything in their power to purchase

the coin flip and got to remain a few
extra hours on this island paradise.

bt

Students Search for Fun in the Bahamian Sun
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Sports
Pitching
Boosts
Hoya Nine

Mourning, Smith Lead

Belicka Leads Hoyas to Three Victories

GU Into Sweet Sixteen

“We

continued from page 8
got a good pitching perfor-

mance

from Boyan, “ Kaull added, *

continued from page 8
Junior Mark Tillmon missed a
jumper, but Mourning came up with
a rebound and was fouled. He hit one
of the two free throws and then made
a crucial block on the defensive end.
The ball went out of bounds despite
Jefferson’s attempt to save it with one
second remaining. Princeton tried a
last-second desperation shot which
Mourning also tipped, causing the
shot to fall short.
Georgetown coach John Thompson
credited the Princeton team with playing a tough game. “Princeton did
every possible thing to play to win.
They showed courage and fortitude.”

and we got some timely hitting. We
executed the hit-and-run well and we
sacrificed when we had to. We stole
eight of nine bases. Boyan worked
from ahead in the count all day.
The weekend marked a turnaround
for the team, which had struggled in
their first ten games. Head coach
Larry Geracioti noted “[on defense]
we've been up and down a bit. A
couple of critical mistakes early in
games, and you have to start playing
baseball.”

Notably,

UPCOMING

the

Hoyas played three errorless contests
this weekend.
The Hoyas face Tufts at home Wednesday, followed by a Thursday
“doubleheader with Pittsburgh. As for
the scouting report, Kaull said, “We
worry more about ourselves. We get
certain reports on who's pitching,
who's doing well. But baseball is a
game where on any given day the last
place team could beat the first place

team. We have to focus on who's up
[on the mound] for us that day. We
have to concentrate on our defense,
and get the top of out order on base
[in order to win].”

Photo by John Toolan

Hoya pitcher John Belicka, a junior left-hander, played a crucial role in helping the Georgetown

baseball team to

three wins this weekend. On the mound, Belicka tossed a three-hit shutout in an 8-0 victory over Coppin State, while
fanning eight batters in seven innings. At the plate, Belicka went seven for 11 in the three games, with seven RBI and
four runs scored.
i
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The Hoyas’ next opponent will be
the North Carolina State Wolfpack in
the tournament's regional semifinals
Friday night in East Rutherford, NJ.
Coach Jim Valvano’s squad defeated
Iowa in double overtime, 102-96 win
last Sunday to advance to the
Meadowlands. The winner of that
game will advance to the regional
finals Sunday against the Minnesota-

Duke winner.

SPORTS EVENTS

Men’s Tennis at Richmond
Women’s Tennis vs. George Mason
Women’s Lacrosse vs. Mt. Vernon
Baseball vs. Pittsburgh (DH)

Men’s Lacrosse at UMBC Tournament
Outdoor Track at Florida Relays
Baseball vs. Pittsburgh
Sailing at St. Mary’s Invitational
at Women’s Intersectional
——

al”

GEORGETOWN
. CHARITY BALL FOR
HOMELESS CHILDREN

ee NO matter how

bad they are,
Grandma loves
to hear the
latest jokes?”

Friday, April 7
OMNI

Shoreham Hotel

Tickets $20.00
Tickets on sale now

in Leavey Lobby
4-7 p.m. daily

z

4 For more info:

337-3131
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ADOPTION
Young, financiially secure couple wishes

to

adopt

warmth,

white
security,

infant.
pet dog,

Will

provide

and mom

at

home. Legal/medical paid. Please call
Tim and Nancy collect at 703-818-1756.

Nike, Reebok, Avia,
Adidas, L.A. Gear, Tretorn.

Are you interested in
Athletic specialty retail?
Part-time, full-time and

management trainee
positions now available
at Lady Footlocker.
If interested contact
Kelly or Linda at 333-8910
or apply in person at
3120 “M” St. NW.

from New York on Schechsled
Alriines!

You miss her sparkling

sense of humor. She misses
you and your jokes. Even the
bad ones. That's one good
reason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Service

is another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle be-

fore you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss

her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach
out and touch someone®
If you'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 600 222-0300.

DESTINATIONS
LONDON
PARIS
FRANKFURT
ZURICH/GENEVA
COPENHAGEN
STOCKHOLM/OSLO
ROME
MADRID

ow
$185
215
240
225

460

“Addon fares from Boston, Washington, Chicago,
Pittsburgh and many other U.S. cities

CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR SPECIAL FARES TO THE
SO. PACIFIC, AUSTRALIA, SO. AMERICA
Eurail and Eurail Youth Passes available immediately.

1-800-777-0112

212-986-9470
WHOLE WORLD TRAVEL
17 E. 45th St., Suite 805, New York, NY 10017
Part of the worldwide STA Travel Network

PASS THE
CPA EXAM
SPECIALIZED
5 & 3 MONTH
COMPREHENSIVE
COURSES
Ask about our discount

for Georgetown students.

lw

catch-up

Asked about his team’s problems with
the Princeton offense, Thompson
said, “We started to chase them. When
you chase [Princeton coach Pete] Carril you are in trouble.”

ATeT

The right choice.

For More Information
Call 244-5599

CPA SCHOOL OF
WASHINGTON
John Coughlan, President
3408 Wisconsin Ave., N.W. #200
Washington, D.C. 20016
Now offering CMA review courses.
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GU Baseball Team

Hoyas Defeat Tigers,
Irish 1n Tournament

and

a

two-run

home

run

in

the

second, and Tom Walter, who went
two for three, with a double, three

‘to 4-9, having won four of their last
six games after dropping their first
runs, and two RBI. Jason Martinez
went two for four with a double, three
seven.
RBI, and a run scored, while catcher
Sunday's doubleheader featured a
pair of outstanding pitching perforChuck Johnson had two hits, three
mances for the Hoyas, as the Hoyas
runs, and an RBL
trounced Coppin State 8-0 and 18-0.
“We pretty much had Coppin State
John Belicka and Charlie Morgan
overmatched and we should have
beaten them, ” said assistant coach
each pitched complete game shutouts,
Kurt Kaull. “We don’t get too much
limiting Coppin State to six hits in two
games.
out of games like that, except bad
In the opener, Belicka, a junior lefhabits... and two wins.”
thander, tossed the three-hit shutout,
Saturday, the Hoyas got a solid efgoing seven innings for the 8-0 win,
fort in all aspects of the game to defeat
Tufts, 9-5. Freshman Todd Boyan
while striking out eight batters. The
Hoya defense turned in an errotlessy pitched the complete game, giving up
game.
ine hits and two walks, while strikg out five batters. Boyan, the first
At the plate, freshman seco
baseman Jim Quinn's ground ball in’ ‘two-game winner on the staff,
- the second inning scored Joe Russo
benefitted from a flawless Georfor the Hoyas first run of the contest,
getown defensive effort.
the only one they would need. Junior
The Hoyas scored five runs in the
outfielder Carlton Thompson went “fitst inning, keyed by Belicka’s tworun single. After Tufts scored four in
two for three and scored two runs,
while Belicka chipped in two hits, a
the top of the second, Belicka singled
home Dent with what proved to be
run, and an RBI. As a team, the Hoyas
viining run. Dent walked, stole
stole five bases in five attempts. 4a
In the nightcap, Charlie Mo#
and
,
went to third on a wild
kh before scoring on Belicka’s hit.
tossed another three-hit shutout, as ¥
*of the game, Dent was two for two,
struck out five and walked two in: ad}.
with a pair of walks and four runs
18-0 Hoya victory. Georgetown
scored. The leader was Belicka,
played perfect defense as the game
was called after only five innings be-- though, who went four for four, with
two runs and four RBL
cause of darkness.
Senior leftfielder Keith Dent, the,
continued on page 7

by Richard P. McMahon
HOYA Staff Writer
PROVIDENCE, March 19 -- After
narrowly escaping one of the biggest
upsets in the history of college basketball with a 50-49 win over Princeton
Friday night, the Georgetown men’s
basketball team came back to defeat
Notre Dame 81-74 Sunday in the
second round of the NCAA Tournament in Providence, RI.
The Hoyas set a new school record
for field goal percentage against the
Irish as they connected on 25 of 35
shots, 71.4 percent from the floor. The
previous record was set earlier this
season when GU shot 63.1 percent
against St. Leo. In the second half
alone, Georgetown shot an incredible
87.5 percent from the field.

|
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As with the Princeton game
ing

SEN

Alonzo Mourning (shown

HOYA

:

Staff Writer

The Georgetown men’s tennis team
suffered through a frustrating week as

two matches were rained out.

The

Hoyas defeated Pittsburgh for their
first victory of their spring schedule.
The Hoyas led the University of
Delaware 4-0, one match short of
being official, when rain showers
forced a stoppage of play and eventually a cancellation

of the match. If

the Hoyas had held on to win, it would
have been their first victory over the
Blue Hens

in ten years.

Three days earlier when the Hoyas
. were playing the Naval Academy, a
perennial powerhouse ranked eighth
in the East, the rains arrived just as
freshman Steve Fishback, playing in

here against Syracuse) sank three crucial free throws

late in the game to help GU escape Princeton, 50-49.

NCAA

Still, the Hoyas received several strong
performances in the 7-2 loss. Fishback
went to three sets with one of
Bloomsburg’s All-Americans. Hoya
freshman Joe Wang won in three sets.

The Georgetown men’s lacrosse
team suffered its third defeat of the
season as the nationally-ranked Yale
Elis capitalized on early secondquarter, extra-man advantages and
blew by the Hoyas, 13-4, at Kehoe
Field last Sunday.
consecutive

penalty that led to Yale's fifth goal
assist

extra-man-offense

(EMO)

chance,

freshman

La-

sure, causing six Irish turnovers

and

forcing bad shots. For the half, the
Hoyas went 14 for 16 from the floor
for an amazing 87.5 percent.
The Irish, however, stayed close for
most of the second half, matching the
Hoyas almost basket for basket. The
first Hoya lead came at the 15:17 mark
on a Smith trey. From that point, there

West Regional
Seton Hall vs. Indiana, 8:00
Arizona vs. UNLV, 10:00

were
East Regional

six lead changes

before

the

Hoyas finally went ahead for good
with 10 minutes left to play. At that
point the Irish began to get into foul
trouble and the Hoyas started to control the pace of the game. Mourning
scored ten of his 17 points in the
second half as the Irish were forced to
concentrate on the red-hot Smith.
The Hoyas simply wore down the
young Irish team. In addition to their
outstanding field goal percentage,

ticipated in the regatta, 16 of which
are ranked in the top 20 in the country.
Although the team finished in last
place, several inexperienced sailors
gained valuable experience by sailing
against the best teams in the United

by Matt Brennan
HOYA

0

Photo by Barbara Wehr

froth “oeorgetown’ s Sean Cooley chases a Yale midfielder
three td the Elis.

Yale's Jonathan Reese. Only
minutes later, on the Elis’ second

star

drawing five fouls on Princeton in the

first three minutes. By the 15-minute
mark; the Hoyas were in the bonus,
forcing the Tigers to play more tentative

defense.

Mourning

scored

15

second-half points for a game-high
total of 21. He added 13 rebounds and
seven blocked shots.
Five minutes into the second half,
the Hoyas had whittled the Princeton
lead down to three points. They finally tied the game at 37-37 with 11
minutes to play and took the lead 30
seconds later on a Sam Jefferson layup off a nice feed from Winston.
Winston, in a steady performance,
contributed eight points, six rebounds,
and three assists.
The teams traded leads for the next
several minutes until, with Princeton
leading 49-47 and 1:41 remaining,
Mourning was fouled and sank both
free throws. On the other end of the
court, Winston was able to tip the ball
into the hands of Mourning, giving
the Hoyas possession with approximately one minute to play.
continued on page 7

Corsig, Blum Expected to Lead Jordan-Coached Squad

the afternoon. Allen once again found"
an

led by

Sailors Prepare for Spring Season

game,

Hoyas played as if an upset was a distinct possibility, as they ended the first
period down by only one goal.
Senior attackman Larry Zimmerman led off the Hoya scoring with a
goal at the 8:34 mark of the first
period. After Hoya junior attackman
Jon Strum finished off the first period
scoring on an assist from Zimmerman, Yale attackman Herbert Allen
needed only four minutes of the
second period to put the Elis up 4-2,
beginning a string of eight straight unanswered goals.
After that goal, the Hoyas drew.a
with

7:30

Hinois vs. Louisville, 8:00
Missouri vs. Syracuse, 10:00

squads. But for a while, at least, the

net

Oklahoma ys. Virginia,

Michigan vs. North Carolina, 10:00

Midwest Regional

the Hoyas were the decided underdogs. With goalie Jimmy Kenny
hampered by a leg injury sustained:
against Princeton, the Hoyas began
the contest at a disadvantage.
The Elis came into the contest
ranked as high as eighth in some polls
and proved the class of the two

Hoya

Southwest Regional

Minnesota vs. Duke, 7:30
Georgetown vs. N.C. State, 10:00

by Gene Wang
HOYA Assistant Sports Editor

the
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The Hoyas who were 6-1 in the fall

season, now have an overall record of
7-3.
Bausch feels this team can finish
with a winning record this year for the
first time in 13 years. “We are looking
very strong, very solid so far this
season. This team is in the best shape
of any team I've ever coached.”
~
He added that the key to the rest of
the season will be the upcoming
match against the University of Richmond Monday. “Richmond is the
hump. [Our performance there] will
be a strong determinant of how we do
the rest of the way.”

GU Lacrosse Team Falls to Yale, 13-4

For the second

ns

Irish,

Phonso Ellis, started to beat the
Hoyas at their own game. With pressure defense, combined with a patient
half-court offense that was not afraid
to run, the Irish took the ball right at
the Hoya defense.
With nine seconds remaining in the
first half it looked like a rehash of
Friday’s game, as the Hoyas seemed
to struggle just before intermission.
Keith Robinson’s dunk had put the
Irish ahead, 36-29. Charles Smith had
only scored three points and the Hoya
offense was tentative. In what proved
to be the turning point of the game,
Smith canned a three-pointer at the
buzzer, his first of this year's NCAA
Tournament.
The second half of the Notre Dame
game was by far the Hoyas’ best performance of the weekend. Smith came
out of the locker room with a vengeance, scoring 10 points in the first five
minutes, including two three-pointers.
He would end up with 28 points in the
second half, and 34 for the game. The
Hoyas increased their defensive pres-

during the Hoyas’

Elis’

47-35, Gorrow had nothing but the ut-

most praise for Kenny saying, “A
healthy Kenny makes possibly four
more of those saves and forces four
or five bad shots..but I can tell you
one thing, I've never seen a guttier
performance in my seven years of
coaching [at Georgetown].”
The Hoyas’ next game will be
against their third consecutive Ivy
League opponent, the Dartmouth Big
Green at the UMBC Tournament.
Coach Gorrow said he is “hoping to
have a healthy Jimmy Kenny”. He
added, “I don’t think we're going to
drastically change our game plan, but
what we do have to work on is communication. We must communicate
better.”

Following

O'Neill,

the

Reese put a shot past Kenny to up the
left in the period.
Yale lead to three.
Just one minute after that, Yale's
Georgetown head coach Bill GorJoshua McHugh pumped in Yale's
row said, “They [Yale] probably have
10th goal of the game. The Elis’ Brian
one of the best EMO units in the
Walter, with 59 seconds remaining in
country. They. really moved the ball
the quarter, finished out the Yale scorcrisply.”
ing and ended a nightmarish period
The Hoyas were forced to play
for Georgetown.
catch-up for the remainder of the
The fourth quarter scoring began
game. And unfortunately for Gegor-eA
the Hoyas’ Tom Taylor, who
getown, the Elis’ offense became1
wed up from his customary defenand more productive.
sive spot to play midfield. Only a
At the 12:37 mark of the, third
minute later, the Hoyas’ Zimmerman
quarter, Yale's Peter Pace began yet
fired in Georgetown’s final goal with
another Yale flurry. The onslaught
10:43 remaining. Both Hoya scores
continued just two minutes later:
e unassisted.
Yale’s Jason O'Neill scored ui:
though the Hoyas were outshot

Led by seniors Ken Corsig and Amy
Blum, the Georgetown sailing team
will face its most difficult schedule in
20 years, competing in several pres- States.
tigious regattas, according to head
“Even with the full squad present,”
coach Greg Jordan.
said Jordan, “a good performance
Among the regattas in which the
would still have been difficult due to
Hoyas will participate are the St.
the level of competition.”
Mary's Invitational next weekend,
and the America Trophy in Norfolk,
The fire at Jack's Boat House last
VA on April 29-30. The squad will end ° month, which badly damaged six of
its season by competing in the MAISA
the squad’s boats, has not seemed to
Team Race at the Naval Academy in
set back the sailing team’s perforMay.
mance. Jordan said that he expects a
The sailing team began its spring
new fleet to be ready for the April 22season by traveling to the Trux
‘23 Arrigan Regatta.
Umsted Regatta at Navy last weekend,
The home highlight of the spring
March 11-12. Twenty teams parseason, the Arrigan Regatta is, held

each year in memory of Georgetown
graduate Robert P. Arrigan. The
Hoyas have claimed first place in this
regatta once in the past three years.
One important trademark of this
year’s team has been their overall
depth, according to Jordan. The men’s
squad is led by Corsig and sophmores
Colin Gordon and Paul Donovan.
“This team has three superb skippers in Corsig, Donovan, and Gordon,” said Jordan.
Blum serves as the captain of the
women’s team, while sophomore Jane
Hopkins is the number two skipper.
The women’s team, presently tenthranked in the nation, is aiming to gain
a trip to the nationals with a top three
finish in the MAISA Campionships
April 22-23

13-4 loss

‘Scott Robuts found the cage with 5:39

sisted.

Staff Writer

AP All-America Team
First Team

Second Team

Third Team

Sherman Douglas, Syracuse

Mookie Blaylock, Oklahoma

Hank Gathers, Loyola Marymount

Sean Elliott, Arizona

Jay Edwards, Indiana

Todd Lichti, Stanford

Danny Ferry, Duke

Pervis Ellison, Louisville

George McCloud, Fla. State

Chris Jackson, LSU

Glen Rice, Michigan

+ Alonzo Mourning, Georgetown

Stacey King, Oklahoma

Charles Smith, Georgetown

Lionel Simmons, La Salle

Ee

by Andrew Billig
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Men's Tennis Tieam Opens Spring Slate
he number two position, was three
“points away from winning. It would
héve been the first match a Geor‘getown player had won against Navy
since 1981. Navy won the rain-shorteed dual match 5-0.
“It’s frustrating because we had
something good going,” said coach
Rich Bausch. “It is tough to handle
emotionally.”
The Hoyas split the other two
matches they have played this spring.
They started the spring portion of
their schedule with an 8-1 victory over
Big East rival University of Pittsburgh. A Hoya injury which forced
a forfeit of one match prevented the
shutout.
Georgetown then dropped a match
against Bloomsburg, the seventhranked Division II team in the nation.

on

Friday, the Hoyas got off to a slow
start against Notre Dame. The Fight-

Georgetown hit 18 of 23 second half
free throws for an uncharacteristic 83
percent accuracy rate. Bobby Winston
scored nine points in the game, and
Jaren Jackson added eight.
After the game, John Thompson
described Smith as“the phoenix rising
up out of the ashes,” and seemed
relieved that the senior guard was
back in form.
On Friday night, Princeton, executing Coach Pete Carril’s trademark
motion offense, jumped off to an early
lead and were ahead 29-21 at intermission. Paced by senior forward Bob
Scrabis’ 15 points, the Tigers moved
the ball well, patiently working time
off the clock and virtually nullifying
the Hoyas’ pressure defense.
The Tigers used the back door cut
to perfection as they scored 30 of their
49 points on lay-ups. The Hoyas’ gambling defense made them particularly
vulnerable to the back door play. After
working down the shot clock, Princeton would draw Alonzo Mourning
away from the paint and cut back inside with one or both of their
wingmen.
Offensively, Georgetown got off to
a slow start against Princeton. With
the Tigers playing a tight zone, the
Hoyas were unable to get the ball inside and their perimeter shooting was
inconsistent. Smith, who was two of
12 shooting for the game, missed all
five of his first half shots. The Hoyas’.
21-point total at halftime was their
lowest of the season. Sloppy first half
play included seven turnovers, two
goaltending calls and an intentional
foul by Smith with one second
remaining.”
In the second half, the Hoyas tried
to force the all inside to Mourning,

=

Tufts. The Hoyas upped their record

GU to Face N.C. State Next

—

Sports Editor

—

HOYA

The Georgetown baseball ry
swept three home games this®
weekend, taking two from Coppin
State and and a single game front

number two hitter in the lineup,
singled home Rich Esposito for the
first run of the contest, to start a 15run first inning. Offensively, the team
was led by Joe Russo, who had a
three-run double in the first inning

em

by Mike Carlowicz
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Sweeps Weekend Games

